08:35:20 From Jennifer Mongoven to Everyone:
   Welcome, Ann!
08:35:34 From Linda Zhao to Everyone:
   Welcome Ann!
08:35:45 From R. Ann Parisi to Everyone:
   Thank you :-) Nice to meet you all
08:35:55 From Lindsey Cannan to Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you :-) Nice t..." with 😊
08:37:47 From Thu Pham to Everyone:
   Some of us cannot open .msg files. Would it be possible for SPO to upload them as .pdf files?
08:41:35 From R. Ann Parisi to Everyone:
   Reacted to "The awards are uploa..." with 😊
08:43:31 From Michael Hess to Everyone:
   Do these changes just affect MCA or do they affect IOC payments too?
08:44:12 From Ashley Carr to Everyone:
   Yay!
08:44:23 From Lisa Reyes to Everyone:
   yay
08:45:06 From Yuliya Yarovaya to Everyone:
   HOORAY !!!
08:45:08 From Michael Webster (he/him) to Everyone:
   Long overdue :)
08:45:31 From Linda Zhao to Everyone:
   That's great
08:46:21 From Rachel Schermerhorn to Everyone:
   Reacted to "That's great" with 😏
08:46:34 From Danette Howard to Everyone:
   Reacted to "Long overdue : )" with 😊
08:46:45 From Rachel Schermerhorn to Everyone:
   Removed a 😊 reaction from "That's great"
08:47:30 From Michael Webster (he/him) to Everyone:
   Will logs of invoices be tracked by CGA, the dept, or both?
08:48:03 From Linda Zhao to Everyone:
   same question
08:49:28 From Linda Zhao to Everyone:
   Will PI approval be required on the MCA payment?
08:54:59 From ldilts to Everyone:
   James, this is Lorie Dilts, does accounting have access to the CTMS Clinical Trial Management System for internal budgets currently piloted for Cancer Center but planned for SOM rollout across all depts. for clinical trial budgets?
08:55:19 From Jenna Wills to Everyone:
   Reacted to "James, this is Lorie..." with 👍
FYI on RECO (fka RCI) is fully staffed, Alaisha's team will be handling export controls, SCRO, and RCR. I am still handling the other RECO topics/tasks (COI and Research Misconduct, for example). Thank you for your patience! And please contact Alaisha if you know any great candidates for our Conflict of Interest and Export Controls/Research Data Security Coordinator positions!

The name change also reflects a change in scope to include research data security compliance in collaboration with the CISO.

I do not believe we will know more—including those types of details—for a few weeks. The Comment period just closed on 7/5/2023. Once a final determination is made, updated language—including process directives—would be incorporated into the GPS in the FY24 publication. We will continue to monitor NIH announcements for additional details. We would expect UCOP guidance after the NIH announcement. We will continue to share updates as we learn more.

Will COI Meetings now get back to a regular schedule so that 700-U/800 can get approved more quickly.

As soon as we are able to fill the COI Coordinator vacancy, our response times will improve!!

Quarterly Research Administration Workshop: Preparing a Cost Proposal Budget tomorrow (Thursday, July 27, 2023) from 9 to 11am. Write SPOTraining@ucdavis.edu to receive the Zoom link.

Upcoming UC Learning Center instructor-led classes (under “Grants and Sponsored Programs”): https://hr.ucdavis.edu/departments/learning/course-catalog/research-admin

Proposal Preparation and Submission - Thu, Aug 10 from 1 – 4 PM
Understanding the Awards Process - Thu, Aug 24 from 9 AM – 12 PM
09:15:48 From Lindsey Cannan to Everyone:
   Reacted to "Upcoming UC Learning..." with 👍
09:15:57 From Pamela Garl to Everyone:
   thank you!
09:15:57 From Denise Ehlen to Everyone:
   Thank you!
09:15:59 From Sheline to Everyone:
   Thanks!
09:16:01 From Tam Pham to Everyone:
   thank you
09:16:01 From Tamara Larr to Everyone:
   Thanks, everyone!
09:16:03 From chea to Everyone:
   thank you!